ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

BLUE MESA TRANSITION (HBU.POWDR1): From over HBU VOR/DME on HBU R-038 to GRIPP then on HBU R-038 and DVV R-225 to BASEE then on DVV R-225 to POWDR. Thence. . . .

GRAND JUNCTION TRANSITION (JNC.POWDR1): From over JNC VOR/DME on JNC R-082 to GRIPP; then on HBU R-038 and DVV R-225 to BASEE then on DVV R-225 to POWDR. Thence. . . .

RED TABLE TRANSITION (DBL.POWDR1): From over DBL VOR/DME on DBL R-093 and DVV R-225 to POWDR. Thence. . . .

. . . . from over PHOTO on the DVV VORTAC R-225 to HILLIE, then on DVV VORTAC R-225 to SLOPE, then on DVV VORTAC R-225 to DVV. Expect RADAR vectors to the final approach course at or before DVV VORTAC.